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On the cyclotomic main conjecture for the prime 2
By Matthias Flach at Pasadena
Abstract. We complete the proof of the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture
for Tate motives over absolutely abelian ﬁelds by proving a reﬁned cyclotomic main con-
jecture at the prime 2.
Introduction
Let l be a prime number, m0 an integer prime to l and
L ¼ lim 
n
Zl

Gal

Qðzm0l nÞ=Q

G lim 
n
Zl ½ðZ=m0l nZÞ;
the cyclotomic Iwasawa algebra of ‘‘tame level m0’’. Using e´tale cohomology one can
deﬁne a certain perfect complex of L-modules Dy (see Section 1.2 below) and a certain
basis L of the invertible QðLÞ-module DetQðLÞ

DynLQðLÞ

where QðLÞ is the total
ring of fractions of L. This basis L is obtained by l-adically interpolating the leading
Taylor coe‰cients of the Dirichlet L-functions Lðw; sÞ at s ¼ 0 where w runs through char-
acters of conductors dividing m0l
y. The main conjecture referred to in the title of this
paper, Theorem 1.2 below, is the statement thatL is in fact a L-basis of DetL D
y.
This main conjecture was essentially proven for l3 2 by Burns and Greither [7] build-
ing on the theorem of Mazur and Wiles [15] (see also Rubin [18]) proving the traditional
‘‘Iwasawa main conjecture’’. The extra reﬁnement in the theorem of Burns and Greither
vis-a`-vis the theorem of Mazur and Wiles lies in the fact that L need not be a regular
ring. Indeed if l is odd then L is regular if and only if l F fðm0Þ where f is the Euler
f-function.
In this article, we give a proof of Theorem 1.2 for l ¼ 2. This was claimed as Theorem
5.2 in the survey paper [9] but the proof given there, arguing separately for each height one
prime q of L, is incomplete at primes q which contain l ¼ 2. The argument given in [9],
p. 95, is an attempt to use only knowledge of the cohomology as well as perfectness of the
complex Dyq but it turns out that this information is insu‰cient. Here we shall use the tech-
niques of the paper [6], such as the Coleman homomorphism and Leopoldt’s result on
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the Galois structure of cyclotomic integer rings, as well as Coleman’s reciprocity law [8],
Theorem 1, to construct the complex Dyq more explicitly and thereby verify Theorem 1.2.
What is peculiar to the situation l ¼ 2 is not only that L is never regular (due to the
presence of the complex conjugation) but also that the l-adic L-function L is quite di¤er-
ently deﬁned for even and odd characters. For even characters one interpolates ﬁrst deriva-
tives of Dirichlet L-functions via cyclotomic units, for odd characters one interpolates the
values of these functions via Stickelberger elements. A proof of Theorem 1.2 therefore
in some sense involves a ‘‘mod 2 congruence’’ between Stickelberger elements and cyclo-
tomic units. Given the explicit nature of both objects, it is perhaps not surprising that
this congruence turns out to be an elementary statement which is arrived at, however,
only after some rather arduous computations. The statement is the following easy fact in
the case x ¼ a
m02n
, a A Z: Let M1 1 mod 4 be an integer, 0 < x < 1 a real number and
u ¼ expð2pixÞ. Then the sign of the real number 1 u
M
ð1 uÞM is ð1Þ
bMxc. Here for any real
number y we set byc ¼ maxfn A Z j ne yg.
We believe that Theorem 1.2 (for any prime l) is the most precise statement one can
make about the relation between leading Taylor coe‰cients of Dirichlet L-functions at
s ¼ 0 and e´tale cohomology. It is a special case of very general conjectures on motivic
L-values put forward by Kato [14] and Kato and Fukaya [10]. Theorem 1.2 for l ¼ 2 not
only conﬁrms Kato’s point of view of L-values and l-adic L-functions as bases of determi-
nant line bundles quite beautifully but also has other number theoretic consequences which
were already noted in [9], 5.1, and [6], Corollaries 1.2 and 1.4. In particular, it completes
the proof of the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture for the motive h0

SpecðLÞð jÞ
and the order Z½GalðL=QÞ where j is any integer and L=Q any abelian extension. This
includes the 2-primary part of the original (non-equivariant) Tamagawa number conjecture
of Bloch and Kato [1] for the Riemann Zeta function. A consequence of the equivariant
Tamagawa number conjecture is the validity of all three Chinburg conjectures asserting
the vanishing of certain invariants WðL=K ; iÞ, i ¼ 1; 2; 3; if L=Q is abelian (see [6], Corol-
lary 1.4). For other consequences concerning Fitting ideals we refer to Greither’s paper [12]
and for the relevance to conjectures of Tate, Stark, Gross, Rubin, Popescu et al. to Burns’
paper [3], Theorem A.
After recalling material from [9] and [6] in Section 1 we prove in Section 2 a statement
which might be regarded as a functional equation of L and which is a reﬁnement of a
result going back to Iwasawa. We ﬁnally give the proof of Theorem 1.2 in Section 3 and
collect some technical computations related to the Shapiro lemma in an appendix.
1. Notation and preliminaries
1.1. Cyclotomic ﬁelds. We follow the notation of [9] which we now recall. For any
positive integer m we set
zm :¼ e2pi=m; Lm :¼ QðzmÞ;
sm :¼ the inclusion Lm ! C;
Gm :¼ GalðLm=QÞG ðZ=mZÞ:
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For any Dirichlet character h : Gm ! C we denote by
eh ¼ eh;m ¼ 1jGmj
P
a A ðZ=mZÞ
hðaÞ1ta;m
the corresponding idempotent, where ta;m A Gm is deﬁned by ta;mðzmÞ ¼ zam. Throughout
this paper by a character we mean a (continuous) homomorphism from a (proﬁnite) group
to the unit group of a ring.
Lemma 1.1. For any Q-rational (resp. Ql -rational) character w of Gm of conductor
fw jm, any d jm and any pr imi t i ve d-th root of unity zad we have
ewz
a
d ¼
0; if fw F d;
fð fwÞ
fðdÞ m
d
fw
 
w1
d
fw
 
wðaÞewzfw ; if fw j d;
8><>:ð1Þ
in Lm (resp. LmnQ Ql). Here fðmÞ is Euler’s f-function, mðmÞ is the Mo¨bius function,
wðaÞ ¼ 0 if ða; fwÞ > 1 and we view a Q-rational character w as the tautological homomor-
phism
Gm ! Q½Gm ! ðewQ½GmÞ ¼ QðwÞ;
where ew ¼
P
h 7! w
eh (and similarly for Ql -rational characters).
Proof. This is [6], Lemma 6.2. r
For a prime number l and integer m0 prime to l, we deﬁne
l ¼ l; l3 2;
4; l ¼ 2;

Gm0ly :¼ lim 
n
Gm0l n ;
g :¼ 1þ lm0 A Gm0ly ;
L :¼ lim 
n
Zl ½Gm0l n GZl ½Gm0lJg 1K:
The Iwasawa algebra L is a ﬁnite product of complete local 2-dimensional Cohen–
Macaulay (even complete intersection) rings. However, it is regular if and only if l FKGlm0 .
We denote by QðLÞ the total ring of fractions of L.
1.2. Global Iwasawa theory. Borrowing notation from [6] (and replacing p by l and
setting r ¼ 1) we deﬁne a free, rank one L-module with a continuous L-linear action of
GalðQ=QÞ,
Tyl ¼ lim 
n
H 0

SpecðLm0l nnQ QÞ;Zlð1Þ

;
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and a perfect complex of L-modules,
Dy ¼ RGc Z 1
m0l
 	
;Ty;l ð1Þ
 
½3;
where for any projective L-module P (resp. perfect complex of L-modules C) we set
P ¼ HomLðP;LÞ (resp. C  ¼ RHomLðC;LÞ). The compact support e´tale cohomology
is deﬁned as in [5], p. 522. We recall the computation of the cohomology of Dy from [9].
We have HiðDyÞ ¼ 0 for i3 1; 2, a canonical, isomorphism
H 1ðDyÞGUyfv jm0lg :¼ lim 
n
OLm0 l n
1
m0l
 	
nZ Zl ;
and a short exact sequence
0! Pyfv jm0lg ! H 2ðDyÞ ! Xyfv jm0lyg ! 0;
where
Pyfv jm0lg :¼ lim 
n
Pic OLm0 l n
1
m0l
 	 
nZ Zl ;
Xyfv jm0lyg :¼ lim 
n
Xfv jm0lygðLm0l nÞnZ Zl :
For any number ﬁeld L and set of places S of L we set here
YSðLÞ :¼
L
v AS
Z; XSðLÞ :¼

ðavÞ A YSðLÞ




P
v
av ¼ 0

;
and all limits are taken with respect to Norm maps (on YS this is the map sending a place
to its restriction). For d jm0 put
hd :¼ ð1 zldl nÞnf0 A Uyfv jm0lg;
s :¼ ðslm0l nÞnf0 A Yyfv jm0lyg;
yd :¼ ðgldl nÞnf0 A
1
½Lm0 : Ld 
 g wcycloðgÞ1L;
ð2Þ
where
gk ¼ 
P
0<a<k
ða;kÞ¼1
a
k
 1
2
 
t1a;k A Q½Gkð3Þ
with ta;k A Gk deﬁned by ta;kðzkÞ ¼ zak . Here we also view ta;k as an element of Q½Gk 0  for
k j k 0 (which allows us to view yd as an element of the fraction ﬁeld of L for d jm0) by
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ta;k 7! ½Gk 0 : Gk1
P
a 01a mod k
ta 0;k 0 . The relationship between yd and l-adic L-functions in
the usual normalization is given by the interpolation formula
ww
j
cycloðydÞ ¼

1 w1ðlÞljLðw1; jÞ ¼: Llðw1o1j; jÞð4Þ
for all Dirichlet characters w of conductor dl n and je 0 (here o and wcyclo denote the
Teichmueller and cyclotomic character Gm0ly ! Zl , respectively).
We ﬁx an embedding Ql ! C and identify G^k with the set of Ql-valued characters.
The total ring of fractions
QðLÞG Q
c A G^
Ql
lm0
QðcÞð5Þ
of L is a product of ﬁelds indexed by the Ql-rational characters c of Glm0 . As in [9] one
easily computes
dimQðcÞ

Uyfv jm0lgnLQðcÞ
 ¼ dimQðcÞYyfv jm0lygnLQðcÞ ¼ 1; c even;0; c odd:

Note that the inclusion Xyfv jm0lygLY
y
fv jm0lyg becomes an isomorphism after tensoring
with QðcÞ and that ecðh1m0 n sÞ is a QðcÞ-basis of
Det1QðcÞ

Uyfv jm0lgnLQðcÞ

nDetQðcÞ

Xyfv jm0lygnLQðcÞ

GDetQðcÞ

DynLQðcÞ

for even c. For odd c the complex DynLQðcÞ is acyclic and we can view ecym0 A QðcÞ as
an element of
DetQðcÞ

DynLQðcÞ

GQðcÞ:
Note also that ecym0 ¼ 0 (resp. ecðh1m0 n sÞ ¼ 0) if c is even (resp. odd). Hence, we obtain
a QðLÞ-basis
L :¼ y1m0 þ 2  h1m0 n s A DetQðLÞ

DynLQðLÞ

of the invertible QðLÞ-module DetQðLÞ

DynLQðLÞ

.
Theorem 1.2. There is an equality of invertible L-submodules
L L ¼ DetL Dy
of DetQðLÞ

DynLQðLÞ

.
For odd primes l this theorem is essentially due to Burns and Greither [7] and a proof
of this precise statement with this precise notation was given in [9], Section 5.1. For l ¼ 2
the theorem is new and its proof will occupy Section 3 of the present paper.
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1.3. Local Iwasawa theory. Here we recall results from [6]. The cohomology of
RGðQl ;Tyl Þ is naturally isomorphic to
HiðQl ;Tyl ÞG
lim 
n
Qðzm0l nÞl =l n; i ¼ 1;Q
v j l
Zl ; i ¼ 2;
0; otherwise;
8>><>>:ð6Þ
where Qðzm0l nÞl :¼ Qðzm0l nÞnQ Ql is a ﬁnite product of local ﬁelds and the limit is taken
with respect to the norm maps. The valuation map induces a natural short exact sequence
0 ! Uyloc :¼ lim 
n
OQðzm0 l n Þl=l
n ! lim 
n
Qðzm0l nÞl =l n !
val Q
v j l
Zl ! 0ð7Þ
and in addition Coleman has constructed an exact sequence [17], Proposition 4.1.3,
0! Q
v j l
Zlð1Þ ! Uyloc !
Y
R! Q
v j l
Zlð1Þ ! 0ð8Þ
where
R :¼

f A Z½zm0 lJXK jcð f Þ :¼
P
z l¼1
f

zð1þ XÞ  1 ¼ 0
and Z½zm0 l denotes the ﬁnite e´tale Zl-algebra Z½zm0 nZ Zl . Moreover, the map Y is given
by
YðuÞ ¼ 1 f
l
 
logð fuÞ;ð9Þ
where fu is the (unique) Coleman power series of the norm compatible system of units u
with respect to ðzl nÞnf1 and one has fð f ÞðXÞ ¼ f Frl
ð1þ X Þ l  1. The Zl-module R
carries a natural continuous Gm0ly-action [17], 1.1.4, and with respect to this action all
maps in (6), (7) and (8) are L-equivariant.
Lemma 1.3. The L-module R is free of rank one with basis
bym0 :¼ xm0ð1þ XÞ; xm0 :¼
P
m1 j d jm0
zd ;
where m1 ¼
Q
p jm0
p.
Proof. This is [6], Lemma 5.1. r
Proposition 1.4. Viewing bym0 as a QðLÞ-basis of
RnLQðLÞGUylocnLQðLÞGH 1ðQl ;Tyl ÞnLQðLÞ
G

Det1L RGðQl ;Tyl Þ

nLQðLÞ;
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one has
L  bym0 ¼ Det1L RGðQl ;Tyl ÞH

Det1L RGðQl ;Tyl Þ

nLQðLÞ:
Proof. This is [6], Proposition 5.2. r
The following proposition is an application of the reciprocity law of Coleman [8],
Theorem 1, and is not contained in [6]. We note that Coleman’s reciprocity law includes
the case l ¼ 2. Perrin-Riou’s proof of her reciprocity law [17], Conjecture 3.6.4, in the
special case of an l-adic representation V ¼ V0ð1Þ, V0 unramiﬁed, in [17], Theorem 4.3.2,
is a similar application of Coleman’s result.
The cup-product pairing
RGðQl ;Tyl Þ  RG

Ql ;T
y;
l ð1Þ
! RGQl ;Lð1Þ! L½2
induces a pairing
RGðQl ;Tyl ÞnLLRG

Ql ;T
y;
l ð1Þ
! L½2
and a pairing on determinants
Det1L RGðQl ;Tyl ÞnLDet1L RG

Ql ;T
y;
l ð1Þ
! Lð10Þ
which is perfect by local Tate duality, i.e. the arrow is an isomorphism. Denote by
kK : Gm0ly ! L the character
kK : g 7! wcycloðgÞg1ð11Þ
as well as the induced ring automorphism of L. Note that there is a natural isomorphism of
GalðQ=QÞ-modules
T
y;
l ð1ÞGTyl nL;kK L
which induces an isomorphism of perfect complexes of L-modules
RG

Ql ;T
y;
l ð1Þ

GRGðQl ;Tyl Þ nL;kK L:
Hence we may regard the pairing (10) as a perfect kK-sesquilinear pairing h;i on
Det1L RGðQl ;Tyl Þ. Recall that bym0 is a basis of this last module by Proposition 1.4. Let
% :¼ hbym0 ; bym0i A Lð12Þ
be the discriminant of this pairing, let c A Gm0ly be the complex conjugation and cl the
projection of c into the direct factor Gl of Gm0ly .
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Proposition 1.5. The element % lies in Zl ½G torm0ly  ¼ Zl ½Gm0l and we have % ¼ %0cl
where %0 ¼
P
g AGm0
%0ðgÞg1 A Zl ½Gm0  is given by
%0ðgÞ ¼
P
m1 j d j ððgþ1Þm1;m0Þ
fðm0Þ
f

d=ðd; gþ 1Þ m dðd; gþ 1Þ
 
:ð13Þ
Here we view g A Gm0 as an integer prime to m0, and the summation is over all multiples d of
m1 which also divide the g.c.d.
ðgþ 1Þm1;m0 of ðgþ 1Þm1 and m0.
Proof. The cup product also induces the kK-sesquilinear pairing in the top row of
the following diagram:
H 1ðQl ;Tyl Þ  H 1ðQl ;Tyl Þ !h;i Lx??? x??? 
Uyloc  Uyloc ! L
Y
???y Y???y 
R  R !h;i L
and Coleman’s reciprocity law will allow us to give an explicit pairing in the bottom row
that makes the diagram commutative. Note that
H 1ðQl ;Tyl ÞG lim 
n
H 1

Qðzm0l nÞl ; ml n

and for u; v A H 1ðQl ;Tyl Þ, we have
hu; vi1
P
g AGm0 l n
hugn ; vning
1 in Z=l nZ½Gm0l n 
where the Hilbert symbol
h;in : H 1

Qðzm0l nÞl ; ml n
H 1Qðzm0l nÞl ; ml n! Z=l nZ
is deﬁned by xW y ¼ zhx;yinl n . For u; v A Uyloc Coleman’s reciprocity law [8], Theorem 1, com-
putes the Hilbert symbol as
hun; vnin1TrQðzm0 Þl=Ql

ln
P
z A ml n
YðuÞðz 1ÞDðlog fvÞðz 1Þ

mod l n
where D is the di¤erential operator D ¼ ð1þ XÞ d
dX
. Since
P
z Aml n
Fðz 1ÞDðlog fvÞðz 1Þ ¼
P
z A ml n
Fðz 1ÞDYðvÞðz 1Þ
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by the argument in [17], at the bottom of page 146, we conclude that the pairing h;i on
R given by
hF ;Gi1
P
g AGm0 l n
hF g;Ging
1 in Z=l nZ½Gm0l n ;
where
hF ;Gin1TrQðzm0 Þl=Ql

ln
P
z A ml n
Fðz 1ÞDðGÞðz 1Þ

mod l n
makes the above diagram commutative. Note here that the action of g A Gm0l n on F A R
is independent of the lift of g to Gm0ly modulo g
l n1  1 (g2n2  1 if l ¼ 2). Taking
F ¼ G ¼ bym0 ¼ xm0ð1þ TÞ, we have DðGÞ ¼ G and
hby;gm0 ; b
y
m0
in1TrQðzm0 Þl=Ql

ln
P
z Aml n
xgm0z
gxm0z

mod l n
1
TrQðzm0 Þl=Ql ðx
1þg
m0
Þ; if g11 mod l n;
0; otherwise.
(
Now by Lemma 1.1
TrQðzm0 Þl=Ql ðx
1þg
m0
Þ ¼ fðm0Þe1x1þgm0ð14Þ
¼ fðm0Þ
P
d;d 0
e1z
D=d 0fþgD=df
D=f ¼
P
d;d 0
fðm0Þ
fðD=f Þ mðD=f Þ  1
where d, d 0 run through all multiples of m1 dividing m0, D ¼ l:c:m:ðd; d 0Þ and
f ¼ g:c:d:ðD=d 0 þ gD=d;DÞ. Here we view g as an integer prime to m0. Now if d3 d 0
then there exists a prime p dividing D=d 0 or D=d but not both since D is the least common
multiple. Hence pF f . Also, p2 jD since p j d and p j d 0 in any case. Hence p2 jD=f and
mðD=f Þ ¼ 0. So the sum (14) reduces to the diagonal
TrQðzm0 Þl=Qlðx
1þg
m0
Þ ¼ P
m1 j d jm0
fðm0Þ
fðd=f Þ mðd=f Þ ¼
P
m1 j d j ððgþ1Þm1;m0Þ
fðm0Þ
fðd=f Þ mðd=f Þ;
which in turn reduces to a sum over d so that d=f ¼ d=ðd; gþ 1Þ is squarefree. This
happens if and only if d j ðgþ 1Þm1. In summary then
% ¼ hbym0 ; bym0i ¼
 P
g AGm0 l n
hby;gm0 ; b
y
m0
ing
1

n
¼ %0cl
where %0 was deﬁned in (13). r
2. The functional equation
In this section, we prove a result, Proposition 2.2 below, which is a key ingredient in
the proof of Theorem 1.2 for l ¼ 2 but which is valid for all primes l and which is a more
precise form of a theorem going back to Iwasawa (‘‘the l-adic L-function is the character-
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istic ideal of local units modulo cyclotomic units’’). Proposition 2.2 can also be viewed as
some kind of functional equation of the l-adic L-functionL as we shall explain at the end
of this section.
For any subgroup HLGm0HG
tor
m0ly
we set
eH ¼
P
wðHÞ¼1
ew ¼ 1jHj
P
g AH
g;
where the sum is over all Ql-rational characters that vanish on H. For any prime p3 l we
denote by
IpLGm0HG
tor
m0ly
LL
the inertia subgroup at p. For x A L we set
epðxÞ ¼ 1þ ðx 1ÞeIp A L
1
l
 	
ð15Þ
so that x 7! epðxÞ is a multiplicative map. We denote by Frp A Gm0ly (resp.fFrp A Gm0ly) the
choice of a Frobenius element with trivial component in Ip (resp. Gm0 ). Note here that Ip
and Gm0 are canonically direct factors of Gm0ly by the Chinese remainder theorem.
Lemma 2.1. Fix a prime p that is not equal to l. If u : Z! L is any function such
that p 1 divides uð0Þ  uð1Þ in L, thenP
w
u

ordpð fwÞ

ew;m0 is a unit of L where the sum is
over all Ql -rational characters of Gm0 .
Proof. This is [6], Lemma 4.5, with Zl ½G replaced by L. The proof of this lemma in
loc. cit. transfers verbatim (with the roles of l and p interchanged). r
Proposition 2.2. Using Lemma 2.1 deﬁne vp A L
 via the function
x 7! ðp=fFrpÞmaxðx;1Þ:
With the notation of (2), (9), (11) and Lemma 1.3 one has
Yðhm0Þ ¼ 
1
m0
Q
p jm0
epð1 FrpÞ
ep 1 Frp
p
  vp
0BB@
1CCAkKðym0Þ  bym0 ;
if m0 > 1 and
Y
ðg 1Þhm0 ¼ ðg 1ÞkKðym0Þ  bym0 ;
if m0 ¼ 1.
Remarks. (a) If L is regular, equivalently if l F fðlm0Þ, this identity, up to an unspe-
ciﬁed unit in L, is essentially due to Gillard [11], Theorem 1, and goes back to Iwasawa
[13], see also [19], Theorem 13.56, for m0 ¼ 1 and l3 2. However, we need an exact for-
mula in our later applications.
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(b) Following the point of view that L is an l-adic L-function with Euler factors at
primes dividing m0 removed, one might be tempted to regard the factor
Q
p jm0
epð1 FrpÞ
ep 1 Frp
p
 
as the quotient of the missing Euler factors of hm0 and ym0 . This is, however, not quite
correct since the Euler factor of h is not 1 Frp but 1 Fr1p , i.e. the projection of hm0
into Uyfv jm0lgnL L
0 is ð1 Fr1p Þhm 00 where m0 ¼ m
0
0p
ordpðm0Þ. One cannot absorb this
di¤erence into the unit vp by introducing the factor Frp ¼ ð1 FrpÞ=ð1 Fr1p Þ since
epðFrpÞ B L. Nonetheless, the formula in Proposition 2.2 is correct. One can verify that
it is compatible with projection from level m0 to level m
0
0, and it is also compatible with
Lemma 2.5 below.
Proof. We ﬁrst assume m0 > 1. Let
f ðX Þ :¼ 1 zm0ð1þ XÞm
1
0
be the Coleman power series for hm0 and deﬁne gðXÞ A Z½zm0 lJXK by
gðXÞ :¼ Yðhm0Þ ¼ ð1 l1fÞ log

f ðXÞ ¼ l  bym0ð16Þ
where this last equality deﬁnes l A L via Lemma 1.3. By a standard result for the Amice
transform [17], Lemma 1.1.6(ii), one has for kf 1
wkcycloðlÞ  xm0 ¼ ðDkgÞð0Þ A Z½zm0 lð17Þ
where D denotes again the di¤erential operator D ¼ ð1þ X Þ d
dX
. Since Df ¼ lfD one has
DkgðX Þ ¼ Dkð1 l1fÞ log f ðX Þ ¼ ð1 fl k1ÞDk log f ðX Þ
¼ ð1 fl k1ÞDk1ð1þ X Þ f
0ðX Þ
f ðXÞ
¼ ð1 fl k1ÞDk1zm0m
1
0 ð1þ XÞm
1
0
1 zm0ð1þ XÞm
1
0
¼ ð1 fl k1Þ d
dz
 k1zm0m10 ez=m0
zm0e
z=m0  1
¼ ð1 fl k1Þ d
dz
 k1 1
m0
Pm0
a¼1
zam0
eaz=m0
ez  1

¼ ð1 fl k1Þ 1
m0
d
dz
 k1Pm0
a¼1
zam0
1
z
þPy
n¼1
Bn
a
m0
 
n
zn1
ðn 1Þ!
0BB@
1CCA
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where X ¼ ez  1, so D ¼ d
dz
and BnðtÞ A Q½t is the Bernoulli polynomial. Note thatPm0
a¼1
zam0
1
z
¼ 0. Taking X ¼ 0, or equivalently z ¼ 0, we ﬁnd
ðDkgÞð0Þ ¼ ð1 Frl l k1Þ 1
m0
Pm0
a¼1
zam0
Bk
a
m0
 
k
:ð18Þ
Let w be a Ql-rational character of Gm0 and ew ¼ ew;m0 the corresponding idempotent. Then
Lemma 1.1 together with Lemma 2.3 below implies
ew
Pm0
a¼1
zam0
Bk
a
m0
 
k
¼ ew
P
d jm0
Pd
a 0¼1
ða 0;dÞ¼1
za
0
d
Bk
a 0
d
 
k
¼ P
fw j d jm0
Pd
a 0¼1
ða 0;dÞ¼1
fð fwÞ
fðdÞ m
d
fw
 
w1
d
fw
 
wða 0Þewzfw
Bk
a 0
d
 
k
¼ P
fw j d jm0
fð fwÞ
fðdÞ m
d
fw
 
w1
d
fw
  Pd
a 0¼1
ða 0;dÞ¼1
wða 0Þ
Bk
a 0
d
 
k
0BB@
1CCAewzfw
¼
 P
fw j d jm0
fð fwÞ
fðdÞ m
d
fw
 
w1
d
fw
 
d 1k
Q
p j d
pF fw

1 wðpÞpk1Lðw; 1 kÞewzfw :
Now note that in this last sum only those d contribute for which d=fw is both squarefree and
prime to fw. Hence this last expression becomes
¼ Q
p jm0
pF fw
1 w
1ðpÞ
fðpÞ

p1k  wðpÞ f 1kw Lðw; 1 kÞewzfw
¼ Q
p jm0
pF fw
p w1ðpÞp1k
p 1
 f 1kw Lðw; 1 kÞewzfw :
On the other hand, using Lemma 1.1 again, we have
ewxm0 ¼
P
m1 j d jm0
ewzd ¼
P
m1 j d jm0
fð fwÞ
fðdÞ m
d
fw
 
w1
d
fw
 
ewzfwð19Þ
¼ Q
p jm0
pF fw
mðpÞw1ðpÞ
fðpÞ ewzfw
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since the only contributing summand is for d=fw ¼
Q
p jm0
pF fw
p. Combining (18) and (19), we ﬁnd
ewðDkgÞð0Þ ¼

1 wðlÞl k1 1
m0
Q
p jm0
pF fw

p1k  wðpÞpf 1kw Lðw; 1 kÞewxm0
which together with (17) implies
wwkcycloðlÞ ¼ 
1
m0
f 1kw
 Q
p jm0
pF fw

1 wðpÞpkp1k1 wðlÞl k1Lðw; 1 kÞ
in ZlðwÞ. On the other hand, by (4) combined with the Euler system relations [9], 5.16, for
the elements yd we have
wwkcycloðkKym0Þ ¼ wwkcyclo

kK
Q
p jm0
pF fw
ð1 Fr1p Þyfw

¼ Q
p jm0
pF fw

1 wðpÞpk11 wðlÞl k1Lðw; 1 kÞ:
Hence
wwkcycloðlÞ ¼ 
1
m0
f 1kw
 Q
p jm0
pF fw
1 wðpÞpk
1 wðpÞpk1 p
1k

wwkcycloðkKym0Þ:
The deﬁnition of vp for p jm0 ensures that
wwkcyclo
 Q
p jm0
vp

¼ f 1kw
Q
p jm0
pF fw
p1k
and the deﬁnition of ep ensures that
wwkcyclo

epð1 FrpÞ
 ¼ 1 wðpÞpk:
Since L is reduced and the kernels of characters of the form wwkcyclo are dense in SpecðLÞ, we
conclude
l ¼  1
m0
Q
p jm0
epð1 FrpÞ
ep 1 Frp
p
  vp
0BB@
1CCAkKðym0Þ
which ﬁnishes the proof of Proposition 2.2 for m0 > 1. For m0 ¼ 1, the norm compatible
system h1 does not lie in U
y
loc but only in the middle term of (7), and k
Kðy1Þ only lies
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in
1
g 1L, which is why we have to multiply with g 1. The Coleman power series of
ðg 1Þh1 is
f ðXÞ ¼ ð1þ X Þ
M  1
X
with M :¼ wcycloðgÞ ¼ 1þ lm0. If we deﬁne gðXÞ as in (16) then
DkgðXÞ ¼ ð1 fl k1ÞDk1ð1þ XÞ f
0ðXÞ
f ðX Þ
¼ ð1 fl k1ÞDk1 Mð1þ XÞ
M
ð1þ X ÞM  1
1þ X
X
¼ ð1 fl k1Þ d
dz
 k1
MeMz
eMz  1
ez
ez  1
¼ ð1 fl k1Þ d
dz
 k1Py
n¼1
Bnð1Þ
n
ðMn  1Þ z
n1
ðn 1Þ!
and
ðDkgÞð0Þ ¼ ð1 l k1ÞBkð1Þ
k
ðMk  1Þ ¼ ðMk  1Þð1 l k1Þzð1 kÞ
¼ wkcyclo
ðg 1ÞkKðy1Þ:
This ﬁnishes the proof for m0 ¼ 1. r
Lemma 2.3. For any integer d and Dirichlet character w of conductor fw j d one has
Pd
a 0¼1
ða 0;dÞ¼1
wða 0Þ
Bk
a 0
d
 
k
¼ d 1k Q
p j d
pF fw

1 wðpÞpk1Lðw; 1 kÞ:
Proof. For d ¼ fw this is the well-known formula for Dirichlet L-values in terms of
Bernoulli polynomials [19], Theorem 4.2, and the general case is proved by induction on
the number of primes dividing d=fw. The distribution relations for the Bernoulli poly-
nomials imply
Pdp
a¼1
ða;dÞ¼1
wðaÞBk a
dp
 
¼ Pd
b¼1
ðb;dÞ¼1
wðbÞPp1
n¼0
Bk
bþ nd
dp
 
¼ Pd
b¼1
ðb;dÞ¼1
wðbÞp1kBk b
d
 
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whereas on the other hand
Pdp
a¼1
ða;dÞ¼1
wðaÞBk a
dp
 
¼ Pdp
a¼1
ða;dpÞ¼1
wðaÞBk a
dp
 
þ Pd
b¼1
ðb;dÞ¼1
wðbpÞBk b
d
 
with the convention wðpÞ ¼ 0 if p j d. Hence
Pdp
a¼1
ða;dpÞ¼1
wðaÞBk a
dp
 
¼ p1k  wðpÞ Pd
b¼1
ðb;dÞ¼1
wðbÞBk b
d
 
: r
We now discuss brieﬂy in what sense Proposition 2.2 can be regarded as a functional
equation of the l-adic L-function L. Artin–Verdier duality gives an exact triangle of per-
fect complexes of L-modules
RGc Z
1
m0l
 	
;Tyl
 
! RGc Z 1
m0l
 	
;Ty;l ð1Þ
 
½3 ! CðTyl Þ !;ð20Þ
where
CðTyl ÞG
L
p jm0l
RGðQp;Tyl ÞlCðR;Tyl Þ;
and CðR;Tyl Þ is quasi-isomorphic to a complex
Tyl !1fy Tyl !1þfy Tyl
with fy A GalðQ=QÞ denoting any complex conjugation. This is shown by adapting the
arguments in the proof of [6], Proposition 7.2, replacing the projective Al-module Tl by
the projective L-module Tyl . The isomorphism of GalðQ=QÞ-modules
Ty;l ð1Þ nL;kK LGTyl
induces an isomorphism
Dy;½3 nL;kK L ¼ RGc Z
1
m0l
 	
;Ty;l ð1Þ
 
nL;kK LGRGc Z
1
m0l
 	
;Tyl
 
:ð21Þ
Hence the exact triangle (20) can be rewritten
Dy;½3 nL;kK L! Dy ! CðTyl Þ ! :ð22Þ
For brevity we now set Q :¼ QðLÞ and denote the scalar extension to QðLÞ by a sub-
script Q.
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Lemma 2.4. The complex CðR;Tyl ÞQ has cohomology
H iCðR;Tyl ÞQ ¼
ðTyl;QÞfy¼1GYyfv jyg;Q nQ;kK QGYyfv j lm0yg;Q nQ;kK Q; i ¼ 0;
ðTyl;QÞfy¼1 ¼ Yyfv jyg;QGYyfv j lm0yg;Q; i ¼ 2;
0; i3 0; 2;
8><>:
and
DetL CðR;Tyl Þ ¼ L  2sþ
1
2
s 0
 
HDetQ CðR;Tyl ÞQ;
where s 0 ¼ sn 1. Note here that ecs 0 ¼ 0 (resp. ecs ¼ 0) is c is even (resp. odd ).
Proof. Note that there is an isomorphism of Zl ½Gm0l n -modules
H 0

SpecðLm0l nnQ QÞ;Zlð1Þ

G
L
t
Zl
where the sum is over the set of embeddings of Lm0l n into C and so we may naturally view
Yfv jygðLm0l nÞ as a quotient of H 0

SpecðLm0l nnQ QÞ;Zlð1Þ

by the action of c 1, where
c A L is the complex conjugation. Passing to the inverse limit over n we ﬁnd that
H 2CðR;Tyl Þ ¼ Tyl =ðfy þ 1ÞTyl ¼ Tyl =ðc 1ÞTyl ¼ Yyfv jyg
since fy acts on T
y
l via c. Moreover,
H 0CðR;Tyl Þ ¼ ðTyl Þfy¼1 ¼ ðc 1ÞTyl GYyfv jyg nL;kK L:
After localizing at Q, we have
Yyfv jyg;QGY
y
fv jm0lyg;Q
since Yyfv jm0lg is ﬁnite free over Zl and CðR;Tyl ÞQ is isomorphic to the complex of
Q-modules
T
y;þ
l;Q lT
y;
l;Q !
ð2;0Þ
T
y;þ
l;Q lT
y;
l;Q !
ð0;2Þ
T
y;þ
l;Q lT
y;
l;Q ;
where G denotes the G-eigenspaces for c. The determination of DetL CðR;Tyl Þ inside
DetQ CðR;Tyl ÞQ is then an easy explicit computation (see also the very end of the proof
of [6], Proposition 7.2). r
Lemma 2.5. For any prime p3 l, the complex RGðQp;Tyl ÞQ is acyclic and one has
DetLRGðQp;Tyl Þ ¼
ep 1 Frp
p
 
epð1 FrpÞ
LHQGDetQ RGðQp;Tyl ÞQ:
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Proof. We follow the ideas in the proof of [6], Proposition 7.1. Let R be either a
commutative pro-l ring, or a localization of such a ring, and let C be a perfect complex
of R-modules with a continuous action of GalðFp=FpÞG Z^  f1p . Then the continuous
cohomology complex
RGðFp;CÞGTotðC !1f1p CÞ
is a perfect complex of R-modules where ‘Tot’ denotes the total complex of a double com-
plex. The identity map of C induces an isomorphism
idC; triv : RGDetR RGðFp;CÞ
of (graded) invertible R-modules. If in addition the complex RGðFp;CÞ is acyclic, i.e. the
di¤erential dC ¼ 1 f1p is a quasi-isomorphism, then there is a second isomorphism
dC; triv : RGDetR RGðFp;CÞ
arising from acyclicity. Both isomorphisms are functorial for exact triangles in the variable
C and commute with scalar extension. They are related by the formula [4], Lemma 1,
idC; triv ¼ ½1 f1p dC; triv;
where ½1 f1p  denotes the class in K1ðRÞ ¼ R.
We apply these remarks to R ¼ Q and C ¼ RGðIp;Tyl;QÞ, where Ip temporarily
denotes the inertia subgroup of GalðQp=QpÞ. Then
RG

Fp;RGðIp;Tyl;QÞ

GRGðQp;Tyl;QÞGRGðQp;Tyl ÞQð23Þ
and there is an exact triangle of perfect complexes of Q-modules
H 0ðIp;Tyl;QÞ½0 ! RGðIp;Tyl;QÞ ! H 1ðIp;Tyl;QÞ½1:
On the Q-module H 0ðIp;Tyl;QÞ ¼ ðTyl;QÞIp (resp. H 1ðIp;Tyl;QÞG ðTyl;QÞIpð1Þ) the map
1 f1p acts by the element epð1 Frp=pÞ (resp. epð1 FrpÞ) of Q. By the discussion
above, we have
idRGðIp;Tyl Þ; trivnLQ ¼ idRGðIp;Tyl;QÞ; triv
¼ id
T
y; Ip
l;Q
; triv
n id1ðTy
l;Q
ÞIp ð1Þ; triv
¼ epð1 Frp=pÞdTy; Ip
l;Q
; triv
n epð1 FrpÞ1d1ðTy
l;Q
ÞIp ð1Þ; triv
¼ ep 1 Frp=p
 
epð1 FrpÞ dRGðIp;T
y
l;Q
Þ; triv:
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Together with (23) this means that the lattice
ep 1 Frp=p
 
epð1 FrpÞ LLQ is mapped to
DetLRGðQp;Tyl ÞHDetQ RGðQp;Tyl;QÞ
under dRGðIp;Tyl;QÞ; triv, i.e. the statement of the lemma. r
The following statement might be regarded as a functional equation ofL.
Proposition 2.6. Under the isomorphism
DetQ D
y
Q G ðDetQ DyQ nQ;kK QÞnQ
N
p jm0l
DetQ RGðQp;Tyl ÞQnDetQ CðR;Tyl ÞQ
induced by the exact triangle (22)Q, we have
L ¼ kKðLÞnm0
Q
p jm0
ep 1 Frp=p
 
epð1 FrpÞ v
1
p
 !
 ðbym0Þ
1n 2sþ 1
2
s 0
 
ð24Þ
Proof. The long exact cohomology sequence of the triangle (22)Q reads
0! H 0CðR;Tyl ÞQ ! H 2ðDyÞQ nQ;kK Q! H 1ðDyÞQ ! H 1ðQl ;Tyl ÞQ
! H 1ðDyÞQ nQ;kK Q! H 2ðDyÞQ ! H 2CðR;Tyl ÞQ ! 0
or more concretely, given the computation of HiðDÞ (resp. HiðQl ;Tyl Þ) in Section 1.2
(resp. (6))
0! Yyfv jyg;Q nQ;kK Q! Yy;fv jyg;Q nQ;kK Q! Uyfv j lm0g;Q ! Uyloc;Qð25Þ
! Uy;fv j lm0g;Q nQ;kK Q! Yyfv jyg;Q ! Yyfv jyg;Q ! 0:
Noting that Q ¼QQðcÞ is a product ring (see (5)) this sequence becomes for even c
0! 0! 0! Uyfv j lm0g;QðcÞ ! Uyloc;QðcÞ ! 0! Yyfv jyg;QðcÞ ! Yyfv jyg;QðcÞ ! 0:
Taking the bases of the modules in this sequence and using Proposition 2.2 we ﬁnd
2  h1m0 n s ¼ m0
Q
p jm0
ep 1 Frp=p
 
epð1 FrpÞ v
1
p
 
kKðym0Þ1  ðbym0Þ1n 2  s
which is the even component of equation (24). For odd c the sequence (25) reads
0! Yyfv jyg;Qðoc1Þ ! Y
y;
fv jyg;Qðoc1Þ ! 0! U
y
loc;QðcÞ ! Uy;fv j lm0g;Qðoc1Þ ! 0! 0! 0
and a similar application of Proposition 2.2 gives the odd component of (24). r
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Remark. Note that the element
m0
Q
p jm0
ep 1 Frp
p
 
epð1 FrpÞ
v1p
0BB@
1CCA  ðbym0Þ1n 2sþ 12 s 0
 
is a L-basis of N
p jm0l
DetL RGðQp;Tyl ÞnLDetL CðR;Tyl Þ
by Proposition 1.4, Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. Proposition 2.6 then implies that
Ln

kKðLÞ1
is a L-basis of
DetL D
ynL ðDetL Dy nL;kK LÞ1
which is also a (rather weak) consequence of Theorem 1.2.
3. The proof of Theorem 1.2 for lF 2
3.1. Recollections from [9]. In this section, we continue the proof of Theorem 1.2 for
l ¼ 2 where we have left it o¤ in [9]. By [9], Lemma 5.3, it su‰ces to show that
Lq L ¼ DetLq Dyqð26Þ
for all height one primes q of L, and primes q not containing l ¼ 2 have already been dealt
with in [9].
In the following l will always denote 2 and q a height one prime of L containing 2.
Such primes are in bijection with Ql-rational characters cq of G
tor
m0ly
GGm0l of order prime
to l. We let c A L be the complex conjugation. Then it was shown in [9], p. 95, that Dyq is
quasi-isomorphic to a complex
Dy;1q !
q 0
Dy;2q
where both Lq-modules D
y; i
q are free of rank one and the image of the di¤erential q
0 is
ðc 1ÞDy;2q . Following [9], we pick Lq-bases gi of Dy; iq , so that
g2 7! s A H 2ðDyq Þ; ðcþ 1Þg1 ¼ hm0 A H 1ðDyq Þ;
and deﬁne a A ðc 1ÞLq by
q 0ðg1Þ ¼ ag2:ð27Þ
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These conditions determine g1, g2 and therefore a up to factors in 1þ ðc 1ÞLq. The class
of a in
ðc 1ÞLq=ðc 1Þ2Lq ¼ ðc 1ÞLq=2ðc 1ÞLqGLq=ð2; cþ 1Þ
is therefore independent of all choices and contains the same information as the Yoneda
two-extension class in
Ext2Lq

H 2ðDyq Þ;H 1ðDyq Þ

GLq=ð2; cþ 1Þ
which is represented by the complex Dyq .
We have
DetLq D
y
q ¼ Lq  g11 n g2 ¼ Lq  u L
for some u A QðLÞ and (26) becomes the statement that u A Lq . We may compute u ¼ ðucÞ
over QðLÞGQ
c
QðcÞ, a product of ﬁelds indexed by the Ql-rational characters Gm0l. For
even c (with prime-to-l part cq) we have as in [9]
ecðg11 n g2Þ ¼ ec
 
1
2
hm0
 1
n s
!
¼ ecL
and hence uc ¼ 1. For odd c the canonical basis of DynLQðcÞ arising from the acyclicity
of this complex is g11 n ag2 and hence
ecðg11 n g2Þ ¼ ec
1
a
 g11 n ag2
 
¼ ec ym0
a
L
 
so that uc ¼ ec ym0
a
 
. In [9] we were erroneously assuming that a ¼ 1 c and that the
resulting u lies in Lq .
Lemma 3.1. Set l ¼ 2, let q be a height 1 prime of L containing 2 and let a be deﬁned
by (27). If we have
a ¼ ym0

1þ ðc 1Þxþ ðcþ 1Þyð28Þ
for some x; y A Lq then (26), and a forteriori Theorem 1.2, hold.
Proof. Indeed, we then have uc ¼ ec

1þ ðc 1Þxþ ðcþ 1Þy ¼ ec1þ ðc 1Þx
for odd c. Since uc ¼ 1 for even c we have uc ¼ ec

1þ ðc 1Þx for all c. Hence
u ¼ 1þ ðc 1Þx A Lq . r
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The complex RGc Z
1
m0l
 	
;Tyl
 
turns out to be more amenable to direct analysis
than Dy (recall that the two are related by (21)). After describing an explicit representative
of this complex and a basis of its determinant we shall verify that a has the shape (28) in
Section 3.4.
3.2. Explicit construction of RGc Z
1
m0l
 	
,TTl
 
. For a proﬁnite group G and a
continuous G-moduleM, we denote by RGðG;MÞ (resp. ZiðG;MÞ) the complex of continu-
ous cochains (resp. the group of continuous cocycles of degree i). We let S be the set of
primes dividing m0l, LS the maximal algebraic extension of Q unramiﬁed outside S and
set GS ¼ GalðLS=QÞ. There is a natural isomorphism [16], Proposition 2.9,
RG Z
1
m0l
 	
;Tyl
 
GRGðGS;Tyl Þ;
and we shall also identify RGðQp;Tyl Þ and RGðR;Tyl Þ with the complex of continuous
cochains of the respective Galois group. By deﬁnition
RGc Z
1
m0l
 	
;Tyl
 
¼ Cone

RGðGS;Tyl Þ !
L
p jm0ly
RGðQp;Tyl Þ

½1:ð29Þ
We denote by
d :¼ d 0 : Tyl !x 7! ðg 7! ðg1ÞxÞ Z1ðGS;Tyl Þ ¼ kerðd 1Þ
the 0-th di¤erential in the complex RGðGS;Tyl Þ and by resp (resp. resp) the restriction map
of cochains (resp. cohomology classes) to a ﬁxed decomposition group at p.
Proposition 3.2. (a) The complex RGc Z
1
m0l
 	
;Tyl
 
q
is naturally quasi-isomorphic
to the complex concentrated in degrees 1 and 2
Kq !q H 1ðQl ;Tyl Þq;ð30Þ
where
K :¼ fz A Z1ðGS;Tyl Þ j resyðzÞ ¼ 0g
and qðzÞ :¼ resl z.
(b) The natural map
ðc 1ÞTyl;q ¼ H 0ðR;Tyl ÞqGH 1c Z
1
m0l
 	
;Tyl
 
q
G kerðqÞ;
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where the second isomorphism arises from the cohomology sequence of (29), is given by
x 7! dx, and the map
H 1ðQl ;Tyl Þq ! cokerðqÞGH 2c Z
1
m0l
 	
;Tyl
 
q
is the one in the cohomology sequence of (29).
(c) The modules Kq and H
1ðQl ;Tyl Þq are both free of rank one over Lq.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 below we may ignore the summands for primes p3 l;y in
(29) and for p ¼ l (resp. p ¼y) the complex RGðQp;Tyl Þq is concentrated in degree 1
(resp. 0). For p ¼ l, this follows from (6) and for p ¼y the complex RGðR;Tyl Þ is quasi-
isomorphic to
Tyl !
cþ1
Tyl !
c1
Tyl !
cþ1    :
Moreover, a computation using Artin–Verdier duality shows that HiðGS;Tyl Þq ¼ 0 for
if 2 and hence that RGc Z
1
m0l
 	
;Tyl
 
q
is naturally quasi-isomorphic to
Cone

te1RGðGS;Tyl Þ ! H 1ðQl ;Tyl Þ½1l te1RGðR;Tyl Þ

q
½1:
Written out explicitly this mapping cone is the q-localization of the complex in the ﬁrst row
of the following commutative diagram:
Tyl !a Tyl lZ1ðGS;Tyl Þ !b Z1ðR;Tyl ÞlH 1ðQl ;Tyl Þx??? ix??? ix???
0 ! K !z 7! resl z H 1ðQl ;Tyl Þ
ð31Þ
where aðxÞ ¼ ðx;dxÞ, bðx; yÞ ¼ resyðdxþ yÞ; resl y and iðzÞ ¼ ð0; zÞ. We show that the
vertical map of complexes is a quasi-isomorphism. Since a is injective we get a cohomology
isomorphism in degree 0. If ðx; yÞ A kerðbÞ=imðaÞ then
ðx; yÞ ¼ ð0; dxþ yÞ þ ðx;dxÞ1 iðdxþ yÞ mod imðaÞð32Þ
and dxþ y A kerðqÞ since resl  d ¼ 0. If z A kerðqÞ and iðzÞ ¼ ð0; zÞ ¼ ðx;dxÞ A imðaÞ
then x ¼ dx ¼ z ¼ 0, hence we get a cohomology isomorphism in degree 1. Since
Tyl !resyd Z1ðR;Tyl Þ is surjective, for any given ðx; hÞ A Z1ðR;Tyl ÞlH 1ðQl ;Tyl Þ, we
ﬁnd x A Tyl so that
ðx; hÞ ¼ ð0; hÞ þ resyðdxÞ; 01 iðhÞ mod imðbÞ:
On the other hand, if iðhÞ ¼ ð0; hÞ ¼ resyðdxþ yÞ; resl y A imðbÞ then dxþ y A K and
h ¼ reslðdxþ yÞ A imðqÞ. Hence we get a cohomology isomorphism in degree 2 and the
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statement (a). The map of complexes te1RGðR;Tyl Þ ! RGc Z
1
m0l
 	
;Tyl
 
½1 is explicitly
given by
Tyl !resyd Z1ðR;Tyl Þ???y ???y
Tyl !a Tyl lZ1ðGS;Tyl Þ !b Z1ðR;Tyl ÞlH 1ðQl ;Tyl Þ
ð33Þ
where the vertical maps are the inclusions into the respective ﬁrst summands. Evaluating a
1-cocycle f on a complex conjugation fy A GS gives an isomorphism
Z1ðR;Tyl ÞGTy;fy¼1l GTy; c¼1l ¼ ðcþ 1ÞTylð34Þ
and the di¤erential resy  d is given by x 7! ðcþ 1Þx. Its kernel is ðc 1ÞTyl which maps
into Z1ðR;Tyl ÞlH 1ðQl ;Tyl Þ via x 7! ðx; 0Þ. The ﬁrst part of (b) then follows from (32),
and the second part is clear from the mapping cone construction.
The Lq-module H
1ðQl ;Tyl Þq is free of rank one with basis bym0 by (6), (7), (8) and
Lemma 1.3. A diagram chase using (34) shows that the following commutative diagram
has exact rows and columns (even before localization at q):
0 0 0???y ???y ???y
0 ! ðc 1ÞTyl ! K !p H 1ðGS;Tyl Þ ! 0???y ???y 
0 ! Tyl !d Z1ðGS;Tyl Þ ! H 1ðGS;Tyl Þ ! 0???y resy???y ???y
0 ! Tyl =ðc 1ÞTyl !@ Z1ðR;Tyl Þ ! 0 ! 0???y ???y ???y
0 0 0
ð35Þ
Combining this diagram with the isomorphism [9], p. 94,
H 1ðGS;Tyl ÞqG

lim 
n
OLm0 l n
1
m0l
 	
nZ Zl

q
GH 1ðDyÞq ¼

Lq=ðc 1Þ
  hm0 ;
we ﬁnd that Kq is isomorphic to an extension of Lq=ðc 1Þ by Lq=ðcþ 1Þ. On the other
hand, Kq is of ﬁnite projective dimension over Lq since RGc Z
1
m0l
 	
;Tyl
 
q
is perfect. An
argument as in [9], equation (5.17), then shows that Kq must be isomorphic to Lq. r
Lemma 3.3. For p3 l;y the complex RGðQp;Tyl Þq is acyclic.
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Proof. Similarly to (6) the cohomology of RGðQp;Tyl Þ is naturally isomorphic to
HiðQp;Tyl ÞG

lim 
n
Qðzm0l nÞp =l n

G
Q
v j p
Zlð1Þ; i ¼ 1;Q
v j p
Zl ; i ¼ 2;
0; otherwise;
8>>><>>>:
where Qðzm0l nÞp :¼ Qðzm0l nÞnQ Qp is a ﬁnite product of local ﬁelds and the limit is
taken with respect to the norm maps. Since the m-invariant of any ZlJg 1K-module
which is ﬁnite free as a Zl-module vanishes we conclude by [9], Lemma 5.6, that
HiðQp;Tyl Þq ¼ 0. r
3.3. Description of a basis of Kq. In order to describe elements in Kq we shall use the
computations in the appendix to construct a set-theoretic section z of the map p in (35).
Lemma 3.4. Let
u ¼ ðunÞ A Uyfv jm0lg :¼ lim 
n
OLm0 l n
1
m0l
 	
nZ ZlGH
1ðGS;Tyl Þ
be a norm compatible system of rea l units, i.e. so that ðc 1Þu ¼ 0. Then if z A K is any lift
(i.e. pðzÞ ¼ u) and we write
ðc 1Þz ¼ dðlysÞ;
then ly ¼ ðlnÞ A ðc 1ÞL satisﬁes
ln1
P
amodm0l n
en;at
1
a;m0l n
mod2
where en;a A f0; 1g is deﬁned by ð1Þen; a ¼ sgn

sm0l nðu
ta;m0 l n
n Þ

. The class of ly modulo
2ðc 1ÞL only depends on u.
Proof. Since
0 ¼ ðcþ 1Þðc 1Þz ¼ ðcþ 1ÞdðlysÞ ¼ d
ðcþ 1Þlys
and d is injective we have ðcþ 1Þly ¼ 0, i.e. ly A ðc 1ÞL. Changing z to zþ d
ðc 1Þx
with x A Tyl , see diagram (35), will clearly change ly by an element in
ðc 1Þ2L ¼ 2ðc 1ÞL:
We conclude that u determines ly modulo 2ðc 1ÞL.
In order to prove the congruence for ln A Ln :¼ Z=l nZ½Gm0l n  we apply the discussion
in the appendix to G ¼ Gn, H ¼ Hn and M ¼ ml n where
Hn ¼ GalðFm0l n=Lm0l nÞ; Gn ¼ GalðFm0l n=QÞ
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and Fm0l n denotes the maximal abelian extension of Lm0l n unramiﬁed outside S and annihi-
lated by l n. We denote by sm0l n : Fm0l n ! C an embedding which extends sm0l n on Lm0l n and
note that the embedding sm0l n determines a surjection GalðQ=QÞ ! Gn which allows us to
view fy as an element of Gn.
We let S ¼ Sn be a set of representatives of HnnGn which not only contains 1 but is
also right invariant under fy. This we can achieve by picking a set ~SHGn which maps to a
set of right coset representatives of fy A G=HGGm0l n and setting S ¼ ~SW ~Sfy. Then we
have hðxÞ ¼ hðxfyÞ and the cocycle ið f Þ constructed in Lemma 4.1 therefore satisﬁes
ið f ÞðfyÞ ¼ 0ð36Þ
for any homomorphism f : Hn ! ml n . We have an isomorphism of free, rank one
Ln-modules
CoindGnHn ml n ¼ HomZ½HnðZ½Gn; ml nÞGHomZ=l nZðLn; ml nÞ
GH 0

SpecðLm0l nnQ QÞ; ml n
 ¼MapðTn; ml nÞ ¼:Fn
whereTn ¼ HomRingsðLm0l n ;QÞ with its natural action of Gm0l n and GalðQ=QÞ and
HomZ=l nZðLn; ml nÞ C c 7!
P
g AGm0 l n
c^ðgÞg  sm0l n :ð37Þ
Here c^ðgÞ A Z=l nZ is deﬁned by g1cðgÞ ¼ zc^ðgÞl n and we also denote by sm0l n the element of
Fn sending sm0l n to zl n and all other t ATn to 0. Moreover
lim 
n
H 1ðHn; ml nÞG lim 
n
H 1ðGn;FnÞG lim 
n
H 1ðGS;FnÞGH 1ðGS;Tyl Þ
where the ﬁrst isomorphism is given by the Shapiro lemma.
The norm compatibility of the un implies that the homomorphisms
fnðhÞ :¼ ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
un
l n
p Þh1 A H 1ðHn; ml nÞð38Þ
are compatible under the corestriction maps, and equation (36) implies that
zðuÞ :¼ ið fnÞn A lim 
n
Z1ðGn;FnÞGZ1ðGS;Tyl Þð39Þ
does in fact lie in K . Note that the elements ið fnÞ are norm-compatible by Lemma 4.2
applied to H 0 ¼ GalðFm0l n=Lm0l n1Þ and M 0 ¼ ml n1 , and that there is an isomorphism of
Gn-modules HomZ½Hn1ðZ½Gn1;M 0ÞGHomZ½H 0ðZ½Gn;M 0Þ. From now on we denote by
zðuÞ this particular lift of u (depending on a choice of sets of representatives Sn formed for
increasing n as in Lemma 4.2) and deﬁne ly by ðc 1ÞzðuÞ ¼ dðlysÞ.
Let cn A HomZ½HnðZ½Gn; ml nÞ be the element associated to fn by Lemma 4.3. Since
sfy A Sn for any s A Sn, we have
fys ¼ hfy; ssfy
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and hence by Lemma 4.3
cnðxÞ ¼ cfnðhc;xÞ ¼ cð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
un
l n
p ÞfysðxÞfysðxÞ11 ¼ ð ﬃﬃﬃﬃunl np ÞsðxÞfysðxÞ11
for x A G=H ¼ Gm0l n . Now take x :¼ t1a ¼ t1a;m0l n . Since we are only interested in the value
of cn ‘‘modulo 2’’, i.e. in its l
n1-st power, it su‰ces to compute the action of sðxÞfysðxÞ1
on a ﬁxed square root wn A Fm0l n of un. The element w
sðxÞ1
n is a square root of utan and
wfysðxÞ
1
n ¼GwsðxÞ
1
n
according to whether sm0l nðutan Þ is positive or negative. Hence
wsðxÞfysðxÞ
1
n ¼ ð1Þen; awn
and cnðt1a;m0l nÞ
l n1 ¼ ð1Þen; a . Writing cn ¼ l 0nsm0l n as in (37), we have
l 0n ¼
P
g AGm0 l n
c^nðgÞg1
P
amodm0l n
en;at
1
a;m0l n
mod2:ð40Þ
We did not verify that the cn are norm-compatible, so we do not know a priori that ln ¼ l 0n
(note that lnsm0l n is the unique norm compatible choice of elements as in Lemma 4.3).
However, using the norm-compatibility of un, the explicit deﬁnition of en;a and (40) one
immediately veriﬁes that the images l 0n of l
0
n in Z=2Z½Gm0l n  are norm compatible. Hence
dn :¼ l 0n  ln is norm compatible and, since dðdnÞ ¼ 0, for any n we have dn A f0;Nng where
Nn ¼
P
g2Gm0 l n
g. Since the norm of Nn is zero for nf 2 the only norm compatible choice is
dn ¼ 0 and we conclude that ln satisﬁes the required congruence. r
The following proposition is the heart of the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proposition 3.5. There exists a Lq-basis zm0 of Kq so that
ðc 1Þzm01 d

g wcycloðgÞ

ym0s

mod 2ðc 1ÞdðTyl Þ
and
qðzm0Þ ¼ n 

g wcycloðgÞ

kKðym0Þ  bym0 ;
where
n ¼  1
m0
Q
p jm0
epð1 FrpÞ
ep 1 Frp
p
  vp
0BB@
1CCAð41Þ
with ep deﬁned in (15) and vp deﬁned in Proposition 2.2.
Proof. We deﬁne
zm0 :¼ zðh
gwcycloðgÞ
m0 Þ ¼ z
1 zMm0l n
ð1 zm0l nÞM
 !
n
;
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where M ¼ wcycloðgÞ ¼ 1þ 4m0 and zðuÞ was deﬁned in (39). Note here that g wcycloðgÞ is
a unit in Lq and that hm0 is a Lq-generator of H
1ðGS;Tyl Þq so that zm0 is indeed a basis of
Kq by Nakayama’s lemma.
Then qðzm0Þ ¼ reslðzm0Þ is given by Proposition 2.2. Note that for m0 ¼ 1 the
factor g 1 in Proposition 2.2 can be canceled since g 1 A Lq . Deﬁning ly by
ðc 1Þzm0 ¼ dðlysÞ, we deduce from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 below
ln;a1
Ma
m0l n
 
mod2:
On the other hand,

g wcycloðgÞ

gm0l n ¼ 
P
a
a
m0l n
 1
2
 
gt1a þ
P
a
Ma
m0l n
M
2
 
t1a
¼ P
a
Ma
m0l n
 
 1
2
 
t1a þ
P
a
Ma
m0l n
M
2
 
t1a
¼P
a
Ma
m0l n
 
þ 1M
2
 
t1a
1
P
a
Ma
m0l n
 
t1a mod 2;
where the sums are over 0 < a < m0l
n, ða; lm0Þ ¼ 1 and hxi ¼ x bxc. Hence

g wcycloðgÞ

ym0 ¼

g wcycloðgÞ

gm0l n

n
1
P
a
ln;at
1
a

n
¼ ly mod2: r
Lemma 3.6. Let M1 1 mod 4 be an integer, 0 < x < 1 a real number and
u ¼ expð2pixÞ. Then the sign of the real number 1 u
M
ð1 uÞM is ð1Þ
bMxc
.
Proof. For 0 < x < 1 the zeros of the real valued di¤erentiable function
f ðxÞ ¼ 1 u
M
ð1 uÞM are at x ¼
1
M
;
2
M
; . . . ;
M  1
M
and all of these are simple. Hence f
changes sign precisely at those arguments and so does ð1ÞbMxc. For x ¼ 1
2
we have
f ðxÞ ¼ 2=2M > 0 and ð1ÞbMxc ¼ ð1ÞM12 ¼ 1, so the signs of the two functions agree.
r
3.4. Passing from DT to RGc Z
1
m0l
 	
,TTl
 
. Recall that the two complexes are
related by
Dy;½3 nL;kK LGRGc Z
1
m0l
 	
;Tyl
 
;
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where P ¼ RHomLðP;LÞ denotes the L-dual and kK : L! L is the automorphism
g 7! wcycloðgÞg1. For i ¼ 1; 2, we denote by gi the dual basis to gi and by gKi the image
of gi in D
y; i; nL;kK L. By Proposition 3.2 we may pick isomorphisms
ðDy;2; nL;kK LÞqGKq; ðDy;1; nL;kK LÞqGH 1ðQl ;Tyl Þq
and the following proposition summarizes the information we have about gK2 from the
deﬁning properties of g1, g2 and a.
Proposition 3.7. We have
ðc 1ÞgK2 ¼ ðc 1Þsð42Þ
and
qðgK2 Þ ¼ kKðaÞkKðn%Þ1 
ym0
1 c
 1
 bym0ð43Þ
where n (resp. %) was deﬁned in (41) (resp. (12)) and
ym0
1 c denotes any x A L

q satisfying
ð1 cÞx ¼ ym0 .
Proof. We may pick a Lq-isomorphism D
y;1
q GH
1ðQl ;Tyl Þq so that the diagram
Dy;1q !@ H 1ðQl ;Tyl Þqx??? x???
H 1ðDyq Þ !@ H 1 Z 1m0l
 	
;Tyl
 
q
commutes. If we set
g1 :¼ n 
kKðym0Þ
1þ c  b
y
m0
where n was deﬁned in (41) then g1 satisﬁes the deﬁning property ð1þ cÞg1 ¼ hm0 by
Proposition 2.2. Hence
g1 ¼ n1 
kKðym0Þ
1þ c
 1
 by;m0
and
gK1 ¼ kKðnÞ1 
ym0
1 c
 1
 by;Km0 ¼ kKðnÞ1 
ym0
1 c
 1
 kKð%Þ1  bym0
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since hbym0 ; k
Kð%Þ1bym0i ¼ 1 by the deﬁnition of % in (12). Now q 0ðg1Þ ¼ ag2 implies
qðg2Þ ¼ ag1 and
qðgK2 Þ ¼ kKðaÞgK1 ¼ kKðaÞkKðn%Þ1 
ym0
1 c
 1
 bym0
noting that q 0 and q are dual maps. This ﬁnishes the proof of (43). Concerning (42) we have
a commutative diagram
Tyl  Ty;l ð1Þ ! L
p
???y ix??? 
H 2ðDyÞH 1c Z
1
m0l
 	
;Ty;l ð1Þ
  ! L
where i is the inclusion
H 1c Z
1
m0l
 	
;Ty;l ð1Þ
 
GH 0

R;Ty;l ð1Þ
 ¼ Ty;l ð1Þfy¼1 ! Ty;l ð1Þ:
The deﬁning property of g2 that pðg2Þ ¼ s translates into ðcþ 1Þg2 ¼ ðcþ 1Þs and
ðc 1ÞgK2 ¼ ðc 1Þs. r
Denote by JL qLq, the Lq-ideal
J :¼ ðcþ 1; c 1Þ ¼ ð2; c 1Þ ¼ ð2; cþ 1Þ:ð44Þ
By Proposition 3.5 the basis
z :¼ g wcycloðgÞ1 ym0c 1
 1
zm0
of Kq satisﬁes
ðc 1Þz1 ðc 1Þs ¼ ðc 1ÞgK2 mod Jðc 1ÞTyl ;
hence
z1 gK2 mod JKq:
Since z is a basis of Kq we can write zð1þ jÞ ¼ gK2 with j A J. By Proposition 3.5 we have
qðzÞ ¼ n  ym0
c 1
 1
 kKðym0Þ  bym0
and comparing this with qðgK2 Þ in Proposition 3.7 we ﬁnd
kKðaÞ ¼ kKðn%Þ  n  kKðym0Þ  ð1þ jÞ
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or, equivalently,
a ¼ n  %  kKðnÞ  ym0 

1þ kKð jÞ
¼ ym0  kKðnÞ  n  %  ð1þ j1Þ
with j1 ¼ 2 kKð jÞ A J. Recall from Lemma 3.1 that we need to show that
a ¼ ym0ð1þ j2Þ for some j2 A J. This is then accomplished by the following lemma:
Lemma 3.8. For n deﬁned in (41), % deﬁned in (12) and J deﬁned in (44) we have
kKðnÞ  n  % A 1þ J:
Proof. First note that
kKðeIpÞ ¼
1
jIpj
P
g A Ip
kKðgÞ ¼ 1jIpj
P
g A Ip
g1 ¼ eIp
and therefore
kKepðxÞ ¼ kK

1þ ðx 1ÞeIp
 ¼ 1þ kKðxÞ  1eIp ¼ epkKðxÞ:
Moreover
kKðFrpÞ ¼ wcycloðFrpÞFr1p ¼ p=Frp
and
kK
1 Frp
1 Frp
p
0BB@
1CCA¼ 1 pFr1p1 Fr1p ¼
p=Frp 1 Frp
p
 
Fr1p ð1 FrpÞ
¼ p
1 Frp
p
1 Frp :
Hence
kKðnÞ  n  % ¼ 1
m20
%
Q
p jm0
epðpÞkKðvpÞvp:
Since m0 is an odd integer we have m
2
0 A 1þ J and it su‰ces to show that kKðvpÞvp A 1þ J
and that %
Q
p jm0
epðpÞ A 1þ J. Now kKðvpÞvp A L is associated via Lemma 2.1 to the
function
u : x 7! ðp=fFrp fFrpÞmaxðx;1Þ ¼ pmaxðx;1Þ;
that is
kKðvpÞvp ¼
P
w
u

ordpð fwÞ

ew ¼ 1þ 2
P
w
v

ordpð fwÞ

ew A 1þ J
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where v is the function x 7! ðpmaxðx;1Þ  1Þ=2. Note here that
vð0Þ  vð1Þ ¼ ðp 1Þ=2 ðp 1Þ=2 ¼ 0
is indeed divisible by ðp 1Þ in L, so Lemma 2.1 applies.
As to
%
Q
p jm0
epðpÞ ¼ cl%0
Q
p jm0
epðpÞ
we note that in the sum (13) the term fðm0Þ=f

d=ðd; gþ 1Þ is odd precisely when all
primes dividing m0 also divide d=ðd; gþ 1Þ, i.e. precisely when d ¼
Q
p jm0
pordpðgþ1Þþ1 (and
d jm0). So modulo 2 the sum (13) reduces to one nonzero term if gþ 1E 0 mod pordpðm0Þ
for all p jm0, and has all terms equal to zero if there is a p jm0 with
gþ 11 0 mod pordpðm0Þ. This implies
%0 ¼
P
g AGm0
%0ðgÞ  g11
Q
p jm0
 P
g A Ip
g3cp
g

1
Q
p jm0
ðcp þ ~eIpÞ mod2
where cp is the projection of c to Ip and ~eIp ¼ jIpjeIp ¼
P
g A Ip
g. Since
epðpÞ ¼ 1þ ðp 1ÞeIp1 1þ ~eIp mod2
we deduce
%
Q
p jm0
epðpÞ1 cl
Q
p jm0
ðcp þ ~eIpÞð1þ ~eIpÞ ¼ cl
Q
p jm0
ðcp þ 2~eIp þ jIpj~eIpÞ
1 cl
Q
p jm0
cp ¼ c ¼ 1þ ðc 1Þ1 1 mod J:
This ﬁnishes the proof of the lemma. r
4. Appendix. Generalities on the Shapiro lemma
In this section, we ﬁx a group G with subgroup H and a set SLG of right coset rep-
resentatives so that G ¼ _S
s AS
Hs. Modules are understood to be left modules. We assume
that S contains the identity and deﬁne hðgÞ A H and sðgÞ A S for g A G by
g ¼ hðgÞsðgÞ:
Then for h A H and g A G
hðhgÞ ¼ hhðgÞ; sðhgÞ ¼ sðgÞ:ð45Þ
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If H is normal in G we deﬁne for g1; g2 A G
hg1;g2 :¼

sðg1Þhðg2Þ
1
hðg1Þ1hðg1g2Þ A Hð46Þ
where ab ¼ aba1. Then one veriﬁes that
sðg1Þsðg2Þ ¼ hg1;g2sðg1g2Þ
which together with (45) implies that hg1;g2 only depends on the classes of g1, g2 in G=H.
The function hg1;g2 satisﬁes
hg1;g2hg1g2;g3 ¼ sðg1Þhg2;g3hg1;g2g3ð47Þ
which is the standard 2-cocycle relation if H is abelian.
For any H-module M we let
CoindGH M :¼ HomZ½HðZ½G;MÞ
be the coinduced module with its natural left G-action given by
ðgcÞðxÞ ¼ cðxgÞ:ð48Þ
We denote by Z½G ! Z the standard resolution, and similarly for H.
Consider the Shapiro-lemma quasi-isomorphism
HomZ½G

Z½G;HomZ½HðZ½G;MÞ

GHomZ½HðZ½G;MÞð49Þ
!r HomZ½HðZ½H ;MÞ
where the ﬁrst isomorphism is the canonical adjunction and r is given by restriction of
cochains to H. The map r has a section i induced by the homomorphism Z½Gn ! Z½Hn,
ðg1; . . . ; gnÞ 7!

hðg1Þ; . . . ; hðgnÞ

which is H-equivariant by (45) and which depends on the
choice of S.
Lemma 4.1. The map i induces a map
i : C1ðH;MÞ ! C1ðG;CoindGH MÞ ¼ C1

G;HomZ½HðZ½G;MÞ

on inhomogeneous 1-cochains which for g; x A G is given by
ið f ÞðgÞðxÞ ¼ hðxÞ f hðxÞ1hðxgÞ ¼ hðxÞ f sðxÞhðgÞhx;g:
This last expression holds if H is normal in G.
Proof. To the inhomogeneous 1-cochain f with values in M there is associated,
respectively, a homogeneous cochain on H, its image under i on G, its image under the
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adjunction with values in HomZ½HðZ½G;MÞ and its image by passing to inhomogeneous
cochains on G as follows:
ðh1; h2Þ 7! h1 f ðh11 h2Þ;
ðg1; g2Þ 7! hðg1Þ f

hðg1Þ1hðg2Þ

;
ðg1; g2Þ 7!

x 7! hðxg1Þ f

hðxg1Þ1hðxg2Þ

;
g 7! x 7! hðxÞ f hðxÞ1hðxgÞ:
The second identity follows from (46). r
Now let HLH 0LG be a larger subgroup so that ½H 0 : H <y, S 0 (resp. E) a set of
representatives of H 0nG (resp. HnH 0) and S ¼ ES 0. Denote by h 0, s 0 and i 0 the maps h, s
and i formed with respect to the set S 0.
Lemma 4.2. Let trH 0=H ¼
P
t AE
t1 be the trace operator on any left H 0-module, let M 0
be a H 0-module with trivial action and let
H 1ðH;M 0Þ ¼ HomðH;M 0Þ ¼ Z1ðH;M 0ÞLC1ðH;M 0Þ
be the group of one-cocycles. Then there is a commutative diagram
Z1ðH;M 0Þ !i C1G;HomZ½HðZ½G;M 0Þ
corH
0
H
???y trH 0=H???y
Z1ðH 0;M 0Þ !i 0 C1G;HomZ½H 0ðZ½G;M 0Þ:
Proof. The ﬁrst isomorphism in (49) ﬁts in a commutative diagram
HomZ½G

Z½G;HomZ½HðZ½G;M 0Þ
 !@ HomZ½HðZ½G;M 0Þ
trH 0=H
???y trH 0=H???y
HomZ½G

Z½G;HomZ½H 0ðZ½G;M 0Þ
 !@ HomZ½H 0ðZ½G;M 0Þ
which arises from the trace map trH 0=H : N
H ! NH 0 applied to the H 0-module
HomZ½G

Z½G;HomZðZ½G;M 0Þ
!@ HomZðZ½G;M 0Þ:
There is a commutative diagram
HomZ½HðZ½G;M 0Þ  i2 HomZ½HðZ½H 0;M 0Þ  i1 HomZ½HðZ½H ;M 0Þ
trH 0=H
???y trH 0=H???y
HomZ½H 0ðZ½G;M 0Þ  i 0 HomZ½H 0ðZ½H 0;M 0Þ
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where the maps i 0 and i2 are induced by Z½Gn ! Z½H 0n sending ðg1; . . . ; gnÞ to
h 0ðg1Þ; . . . ; h 0ðgnÞ

. The commutativity follows from (45): For t A ELH 0 we have
t1f

th 0ðg1Þ; . . . ; th 0ðgnÞ
 ¼ t1fh 0ðtg1Þ; . . . ; h 0ðtgnÞ. Finally, the corestriction map on
H 1ðH;MÞ is induced by the trace map trH 0=H on HomZ½HðZ½H 0;M 0Þ ([2], Chapter
III.9 (C)). The quasi-isomorphism i1 is induced by Z½H 0n ! Z½Hn sending ðg1; . . . ; gnÞ
to

hðg1Þ; . . . ; hðgnÞ

and we have i ¼ i2  i1 since h

h 0ðgÞ ¼ hðgÞ (this follows from
S ¼ ES 0). r
We now assume that H is normal in G with quotient Q ¼ G=H and that M is a
G-module. Then there is a natural left Q-action on the coinduced module
CoindGH Res
G
H M ¼ HomZ½HðZ½G;MÞ
given by
ðqcÞðxÞ ¼ ~qcð~q1xÞð50Þ
where ~q A G is any lift. This action commutes with the left G-action (48) and leads to the
natural Z½Q-module structure on HiðG;CoindGH MÞGHiðH;MÞ. The ﬁrst isomorphism
in (49) is Z½Q-equivariant where q A Q acts on HomZ½HðZ½G;MÞ via
ðq f Þðx1; . . . ; xnÞ :¼ ~q f ð~q1x1; . . . ; ~q1xnÞ:
The restriction map r and its section i are only Z½Q-equivariant up to homotopy where
HomZ½HðZ½H ;MÞ is given its natural Q-action
ðq f Þðx1; . . . ; xnÞ :¼ ~q f ð~q1x1~q; . . . ; ~q1xn~qÞ:
Lemma 4.3. Assume that HtG and that M is a G-module with trivial H-action. Let
f A H 1ðH;MÞ ¼ HomðH;MÞ ¼ Z1ðH;MÞ
be a cohomology class ﬁxed by c A Q ¼ G=H. Then
ðc 1Þið f Þ ¼ dðcÞ
where c A CoindGH M :¼ HomZ½HðZ½G;MÞ is given for x A G by
cðxÞ :¼ cf ðhc1;xÞ
and
d : CoindGH M ! C1ðG;CoindGH MÞ
is the di¤erential in the inhomogeneous standard complex.
Proof. The fact that f is ﬁxed by c translates into the identity f ðsðcÞhÞ ¼ cf ðhÞ (and
the same for c replaced by c1 and we could have chosen any representative for c in G in
place of sðcÞ). From Lemma 4.1 and the fact that H acts trivially on M one has
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ðc 1Þið f ÞðgÞðxÞ ¼ cf sðc1xÞhðgÞhc1x;g f sðxÞhðgÞhx;gð51Þ
¼ cf sðc1xÞhðgÞ f sðxÞhðgÞþ cf ðhc1x;gÞ  f ðhx;gÞ
¼ cf ksðc1ÞsðxÞhðgÞ f sðxÞhðgÞþ cf ðhc1x;gÞ  f ðhx;gÞ
¼ cf ðhc1x;gÞ  f ðhx;gÞ
where k ¼ h1
c1;x A H so that f ðkhÞ ¼ h for all h A H. On the other hand, applying f to (47)
with g1 ¼ c1, g2 ¼ x, g3 ¼ g we ﬁnd
f ðhc1;xÞ þ f ðhc1x;gÞ ¼ f ðsðc
1Þhx;gÞ þ f ðhc1;xgÞ
¼ c1f ðhx;gÞ þ f ðhc1;xgÞ
or equivalently
f ðhc1x;gÞ  c1f ðhx;gÞ ¼ f ðhc1;xgÞ  f ðhc1;xÞ:
Multiplying with c and combining with (51) we get
ðc 1Þið f ÞðgÞðxÞ ¼ cf ðhc1;xgÞ  cf ðhc1;xÞ ¼ ðdcÞðxÞ: r
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